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i,,i
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but
were
in
'
still
the
o'clock,
MONACO
PRINCE
.
before
Huerta
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government
about Curry's appointment just
crisis for the
Gravesend on board the Minneapolis
in
west
the
which
Bide,
were
workings
was
it
HUNT
while
HAS
attention.
left Washington and
SUCCESSFUL
mmmanded first
this evening. All the survivors are
Baltimore, Md., Oct. 14. Childs
bheriti unsnams threat to arrest,,!l
from Mexico Citv indicated ion fire.
nttieiallv that Currv would
irtvi
men, Russians, Hungarians and Poles.
Frick. son of Henry C. Frick of Pltts- local
of
the
Robert
Colonel
of
Uhllch(
president
rea80ns"
chief
Pearson,
,
whose
14.
Prince
to
for
inspector
The
fae appointed
have
Omaha, Neb., Oct.
the Mexican deputies,
burg; and Nfiw Yorki aud Migs Fran
They are to proceed to their destinam giving tins niiormauoii 10
,ieve tllat ('"rry WU certainly get the safPty the American government had
tion on board the Olympic tomorrow. of Monaco who, with a party, has been
it 1 7..,
cpg shoemaker nix011 daughter of the
i
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auueu,
,r.6...lCu
iaie
ucl,..wC
tins
aitemoon
were
in
i"e
still mi1""
for some weeks hunting big game
$15,000 and is good made representations
The Devonian's Report,
late Isaac H. Dixon of Baltimore, were
posjtlon. n pays
. ,,,!-- , ,.,.
who were taken to the county jail. ,. ,,,
,.,
i
,.,....k,u in Ttnert.i. tn no "the fire is in the intake and every- - married at old St. Paul's Protestant
Liverpool, Oct. 14. According to Wyoming, left Cody today and will The strikers locked the doors
of
the
is
with
it.
to
done
thing
cope
being
Captain Trant of the Devonian there go direct to Chicago, arriving there
danger.
Episcopal church here today in the
was some attempt on the part of the Thursday, according to a telegram re- hall and at first refused to permit the COUNSEL FOR MRS. BLAKE
President Wilson and Secretary We are hoping to the last."
presence of a fashionable assemblage
to
to
enter.
then
refused
sheriff
In
They
favor,
OBTAIN COURT ORDER, j Daniels are both said to be
male passengers of the Volturno to ceived today from L, W. Wakeley,
;of guests from New York, Boston,
BRICK
WITH
HIT
FOR
to
and
told
leave
the
allow
this
for
deputies
rush to the rescuing boats when they general purchasing agent of the Chi
of a three battleship program
Pittsburgh and Baltimore,
SWALLOWING
DIAMOND.
reached the vessel's side and the cap- cago, Burlington and Qulncy railway, the sheriff that the New Mexicans preMiss Helen C. Frick. sister of the
New York. Oct. 14. Counsel for year's naval appropriation bill and a
to
there.
i
stay
tain and officers of the Volturno did who will accompany the party on the ferred
Mrs. Catherine Ketcham Blake, who two ship program thereafter.
groom, was maid of honor and How"
14.
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en-;
Okla.,
Tulsa,
the
sheriff
Joseph
gained
Finally, when
U. S. Note was "Intemperate.
!ard Phil)pg Qf New York attended Mr.
good work in keeping them under con- trip. The prince reports good success
reBnt.v ,,0a hfir husband Dr. JoseDh
trance and read a list of the deputies, A Bakei a prominent New York
trol. When the Devonian departed in his hunt.
Mexico City, Oct. 14. An early ans Faulkner was arrested here yesterday
ag best man.
a
with
struck
with
having
that each come out of the
from the scene, Captain Trant says
wer will be made by the Mexican gov- charged
brick
and
nis ENGlisH GOLFERS MEET
dangerously injured
rcom, the deputies were released.
the fire on the Volturno was making NEW EXPRESS RATES
order todav permitting them to file a iernment to the communication from
ST. LOUIS STAR PLAYERS
1.
IN EFFECT DECEMBER
Many of the deputies were armed, complaint and summons in Mrs. Washington stating that the United wife because she swallowed a dia-- i
progress toward the after part of the
mond
to
on
valued at $600
prevent his
vessel.
st. Louis, Oct. 14 Harry Vardon
Washington, D. C, Oct. 14 The but failed to use their weapons. The Blake's $1,000,000 suit against Mrs. States would look with displeasure
.
Edward Ray. the English golf
Captain Trant says the pitiful new express rates recently prescrib- strikers believed the deputies were 'clarence H. Mackay for alleged alien- - any injury to the Mexican deputies obtaining possession of the gem.
screams for help uttered by the pass- ed by the interstate commerce com- strike breakers.
under arrest, according to the Mexi The couple separated in June and champions, met Christian Kenney and
ation of Dr. Blake's affections.
engers of the Volturno made "the mission, will become effective on Dec.
Mrs. Mackay was served with pa- - jean foreign minister. I. Querido Moll- when they met today they quarreled Stuart Stickney, local golf star, in a
res- 1 instead of tomorrow. A request for
Rafael Gomez, Ascension Rael, Tta- pera in the suit some time ago but itjeno. It was the subject of a cabinet over a division of their property, special match here today, and in the
night hideous" to the would-bcuers, who were unable to reach them. extension by the companies was mon Trujillo,
Maximo
Martinez, was not until today that the matter meeting which lasted until an early Faulkner was charged with assault flrst half of the morning round took
with intent to kill and held under a commanding lead.
The first survivor to reach the Devon- granted today, but. a request that the Jacobo Mortinez, Anastacio Gonzales, came Into court. There had been talk hour this morning.
Vardon made
ian was a man who had jumped Into new scale be revised was refused.
Mexico's reply probably will be de-- $2200 bond.
the flrst nine holes In 31.'
Manuel Ortiz y Martinez and Francis- - J that the suit would be dropped.
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STOMACH

SUFFERER s
First

In

IF YOU WISH
j

TO

OBTAIN

New Cranberries!

Sequel To

MASONS ARRIVE

Maternal Instinct Greatly Developed by
Teaching Children to Love their Dolii.

REUNION

i

Tlic little child's doll in mother to (he
And In tlie years
twist romantic- - fairy.
that imK, lie dull fades Into the peials
of a June rose, to evolve the most won
drous of all transformations.
And now comes a more serious period

Oyster Shells
Meat Scraps,

win

j

jr

Meat, $3.50 per
$2.50 " "
.05 " lb.

'....$
...

Ground Charcoal,

Poultry and Stock FoodComposed
of Corn, Bran, Oatsand Alfalfa,

1

mavb
.

14, 1913.

EGG
PRODUCERS
Oreen Cut Bone and
cwt.

Love For Doll

FOR A GREAT

COM

PLETE AND PERMANENT
RESULTS TRY.
Stomach Remedy
Mayr's Wonderful
One Dose Will Convince You.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER

"

$ .03 "

)

ffi flS

(

. r,4
pCT Cnl.

GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE
PHOITE 19 "W

PROMINENT MEMBERS OF SCOTTISH

.

RITE
STATE

TO

GATHERING

P
GftQ
UL

INTER

COME

FROM ALL OVER THE
ATTEND
WHICH

THIRTEENTH

PROMISES TO

ECLIPSE ANY EVER HELD HERE.

v lien the
joy of real motherhood should be
us tranquil as best effort can provide.
This is nrcoiniilislicd with a wonderful
remedy known us Mother's Friend, an external application so penetrating in Its

attire as to

lightI

lubricate

j
thoroughly
every
CONFERRING OF DEGREES
t ;rd, nerve, muscle and tendon Involved.
Mayr's Wonderful Stomach Remedy
There will he no pain, none of that
is well known throughout the country.!
miusea or
sickness, no sensation
BEGINS TOMORROW MORN. tf distress morning
or strain of expanding muscles.
Many thousand people have taken it
The nerves, too, will he calm, thus making
period one of restful days, of peaceful
lor Stomach, Liver and Intestinal Ail-j
and a source of happiest anticipation.
3k
X S
nieuts and report marvelous results
V
The young, expectant mother must be caremid are highly praising it to others.
Just a love of music will be a 3 fully watchful lest she become absorbed la
t;.use menial distresses which illy prepare
card of admission to the im- - X J.cr
Astonishing benefits sufferers have re-for the most important event in her life.
reived even from one dose are heard N promptu concert to he given at Si
Mother's Krieiirl enables her to avoid all
t'",1HUtIou
dread, worry or pain, and thus
the
Scottish
its
and
Jtite
Cathedral at
everywhere
explain
tremendjV
ous sale. It rarely ever fails and those
8:0 o'clock tonight. There will X tk-- up the joyful toBk of motherhood,
v,,u wl" li,ld Mother's Friend on sale at
afflicted with Stomach, Liver and ln-- i
he no fee of any Kind asked be- itestinal
sides enthusiasm and it is safe 'j
.S'ft
Ailments, Indigestion, Gas
ir the Stomach and Intestines, Dizzi-- ! N to say the attendance will be
to lSriultiehl li(,Kiiintor Co., l.ts Lamar Bids.,
l"able "ul
Iness, Fainting Spells, Colic Attacks,
tbfiF Tst
large ,for everyone is invited.
V xuidc ',ia'i f"rexpeetnnt
mothers.
Torpid
Liver,
Constipation, etc., V An interesting program, show- should by all means try this remedy,
ins a wide range of talent, has
0f "Confidential Secretary":
I'lhe benefits stomach sufferers wbo; been arranged.
Salamon Spilz
King Solomon
nave lUKen Mayrs wonderful Stomach
jc,hn S. It, Hammitt , . .King of Tyre
nuve
receiveu ts in most
iiuunaeiii xuujib uuui uti over Robert L ' Cooper
ncnicuj,
cases a lasting one. After you havo!"e state are gathering in the city toCantn'in nV tiio "nnirri
...
taken this Remedy you should be ablo ''ay for the Thirteenth reunion of the Frederick Muller
Sentinel
to digest and assimilate your food, en-- Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite. Michael O'Neill
Herald
able the heart to pump pure red blood Valley of Santa Fe, Orient of New
Tomorrow
Afternoon.
fo every part of the body, giving firm' Mexico.
The Seventh Degree of Provost and
l ess and strength to fibre and
The reunion will be held at the
muscle,
will be conferred
tomorrow
lustre and sparkle to the eye, clear-- ! beautiful Scottish Kite Cathedral in Judge
.....v....
"
to
ana
and
color
the
this city and the local Masons have who are members of the Albert Pike
lie,
complexion
activity and brilliancy to the brain, done their utmost to make the affair class :
Do away with your pain and
suffering the best of its kind ever held in this Mayo E.
Mickey ...Venerable Master
and this is often possible with even Valley.
Sidney J. Abrahames .Senior Warden
one dose of Mayr's Wonderful Stomine condensed schedule of events
V, Winchester
ach Remedy.
literature was printed Saturday. The program Ranney
Interesting
Junior Warden
and booklet describing Stomach AilRuben Perry
Orator
ments sent free by Geo. H. Mavr Mfe.
Harry G. Shelton
Chemist,
St.,
Chicago,
Whiting
Master of Ceremonies
111,
The Ninth Degree
"Elu of the
For sale in Santa Fe, by Butts'
Nine," will then be conferred by the
Drug Store, West Side of Plaza.
ft llowing:

PHOUE 40.

j

CAPITAL COAL YARD

Wood

&HD0L.ss8!iE

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL

NEW MEXICO

j

SXSX

& S. F. Railroad Depot.

T- -

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

'The West Point of

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.

j

"HALLOWEEN FETE"
TO BE ft HUMMER
All the committees which were selected early in the summer for the
P;aza Fete, which had to be postponed on account of inclement weather
have been continued to carry on the
lig Halloween Fete to be held at the
Armory and Library hall on the evening of October 31st next. These committees are now meeting and arranging details preliminary to the final program, and it is proposed to make it
the most uniijue and
event
ever presented to the good people of

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

DENVER

THE

& RIO GRANDE

MISSOURI-PACIF-

RAILROAD

ST. LOUIS, IRON MOUNTAIN

Supt.

CO.

CO.

RAILWAY

IC

cats-agu-

& SOUTHERN CO,

WESTERN PACIFIC RAILWAY

CO.

EDMUND

IS QUITE

SO CONVEN

IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
for
the
hurried breakfast, your vacuready
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and n'ghf Estimates and full Information cheeerfully given.

j

Regent)

r For particulars and Illustrated
address,

N

154-15-

Located In the beautiful Pecol
Valley, 3,700 (eetabove sealevel,
sunshine every day.
Open air
work throughout the entire sea-IoConditions tor physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
gridnates from standard Eastern colleges.
Ten buildings,
modern in every respect.

W. A. F1NLAY.

OW

....

tk Sotitfiwe&t.

E. A. CAHOOM, President.
J. E. RHEA, Vice President
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. POB, Secretary,

.

T "7:

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

ODS,

tant part.

mod-hom-

T.TUeti

j

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A.,

Electricity plays a most imporThe grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the
e
ern
and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

'

J

PHONE 85 MAIN.

Goal

I

N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH

C. ABBOTT.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

as regards the conferring of degrees
will be run from day to day.
Conferring of the Fourth and Fourteenth degree will take place tomorrow, Wednesday, beginning at 10 a. m.
MAYO A. HICKEY.
These are known as the "Ineffable Dewill
be
conferred by the Melvin T. Dunlavy ....King Solomon
grees," and
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1, Charles M. Stauffer ...King Khairom
Santa Fe.
Harold F. Coggeshall
Adoniram
It has already been decided that It
...Tsadoc
Harry H. Dorman
vould be no fete without the usual
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
John H. Wagner . .Captain of the Host
rummage sale, and those friends who
Pharos
Harry S. Bowman
may have donations to make will
Earl G. Iden
Ahishar
please leave same at the library build
Fred II. McBride.Yehu-abe- r
ben Hur
ing on library days, or if the packGeorge Lougee ..Satolkin ben Hesed
1
ages are too large they will be sent
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
James W. Chaves
for, if the address is sent to the
Zerbal ben Ablnadab
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Contributions of all kinds will
r
Arthur E. p. Robinson. ..
be, welcome
even automobiles will be
accepted and if you have something
104 DON QA5PER ST.
Telephone 9 W
which will help make this sale a sucin
cess, why send
your name, or the
package, and accept the thanks of the
JAMES A. MASSIE.
board.
Another feature which has always
been popular, and which brings joy Edmund C. Abbott, Venerable Master.
The other officials are:
and pleasure to all, will be the "CounMelvin T. Dunlavy, Senior Warden;
try Store" where for 10c one may seJunior Warden;
cure children's toys, jewelry, groceries Harry S. Bowman,
and in fact everything under the sun Thomas J. Sanford, Orator; Frederick
License Numbers,
Wheel-ou- .
Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.
except a choo choo car. This branch Muller, Almoner; Charles A .
Secretary; Hiram B. Cartwright,
of the fete will be in charge of the fol
Next Door to Postoffice.
Mrs. Palen, Mrs, Treasurer; Norman L. King, Master of
ladies:
lowing
MELVIN T. DUNLAVY.
pert; Lorin C. Collins, Assistant ExWinter, Mrs. Spitz and Mrs. Hogle.
Announcements will be made from pert; Harold F. Coggeshall, Captain Charles E.
Gerber ben Url
Linney
time to time of additional features
Arlton S. Kirkpatrick
which may be added to the program,
Yosaphat ben Parauh
ASK FOR TICKETS-S- HIP
YOUR FREIGHT
which already includes a supper and
Alvan N. White ...Banah ben Hushai
dance at the Library hall on the same
.
.
Oscar L. Owen
.Abner ben Geber
evening.
At 4:30 p. m. the Tenth Degree,
"Elu of the Fifteen," will be conferred
bj the following:
AN OLD FUEO ENDS
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass
in
Melvin T. Dunlavy ....King Solomon
IN A FINAL DEATH
New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico
to
Pacific
Charles M. Stauffer ...King Khairom
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
Harold F. Coggeshall
Adoniram
Coast,
Tsadoc
Harry H. Dorman
Springfield, Mo., Oct. 14. Walking
Jchn H. Wagner. ..Captain of the Host
into the only store at Paris Springs
and immediately beginning to shoot
jat Ben Neseler with a repeating
JOHN W. MAYES.
Philip Vass mfliicted injuries on
Neseler from which he will die. Nesel-ie- r
returned Are with a revolver, but of the Host; William H. Kennedy,
his shots went wild and Vass was not Tyler.
Secret Master.
injured. Three people who were in
The degree of "Secret Master" will
the store were hit by shots in the
be conferred by the following:
fight.
The two principles to the combat James A. Massie
King Solomon
had been enemies for a number of Earl C. Iden
Adoniram
years, but recent grievances led to a Harry H. Dorman
new attack. After the shooting Vass
Master of Ceremonies
telephoned to Sheriff Charles Cherry
For Rates and Full Information, Address
at Mount Vernon that he was coming
A.
CHARLES
WHEELON.
to his office to give himself up and
G. F. & P.
EUGENE FOX,
El Paso, Texas.
at once started to that town.
Pharos
Harry S. Bowman
Nathan Jaffa
First Fugitive
State of Ohio, city ot Toledo, Lucai
Edward R. Paul
Second Fugitive
county, bs.
Earl C. Iden
Ahishar
Frank J. Cheney mattes oath that he
Fred H. McBride
Bana ben Ahilud
is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
Omri ben Zabdiel
George Lougee
Cheney & Co., doing business in the
James W. Chaves .Abinadab ben Iddo
City of Toledf
County and State
Arthur E. P. Robinson
aforesaid, ane tnat said firm will pay
NEW MEXICAN PRIM TING CO.
Kemuel ben Zichrl
the sum of ONE HUNDRED
DOL- Local Agents lor
Charles E. Linney . .Shimei ben Elah
LARS for each and every case of Ca
S.
Arlton
Helez
trick.
ben
Yuel
Kirkpa
tarrh that cannot be cured by the use
s
U
SALAMON SPITZ.
of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
Night Session.
8
At
p. m. the Fourteenth Degree,
FRANK J. CHENEY.
"Elastic" Bookcase
w
Expert "Perfect Elu" will be conferred by
Sworn to before me and subscribed Robert L. Cooper
Melvin T. Dunlavy. .Assistant Expert the following:
In my presence, this 6th
combined.
Desk
and
day of DeThe degree of "Perfect Master" Charles A. Wheelon
cember, A. D. 1S8G.
Venerable Master
(Fifth Degree) will be conferred by
A Desk Unit with few or
j
A. W. G LEA SON,
(Seal.)
n""
1 many Book Units u dairtd.
)
aSa
the following:
Robert L. Cooper
Senior Warden
Notary Public.
m
The only perftceombtotion
John W. Mayes
Junior Warden
J
King Solomon Edward R. Paul
Hall's Catarrh Cure 1b taken intern Xnthnn Jaffa
dadcWtookaeviBadc.
Winsf ffhntrnm Nathan Jaffa
V
.Orator
TitT
ally and acts directly upon the blood Edmund C. Abbott".'.'
Adoniram Marvin G, Yates
mucous
and
surfaces of the system. Charles M. Stauffer
Master of Ceremonies
Orator
"""sll
ibad vantageswritand pas?
Send for testimonials, free.
Glenn A. Gray
Assistant Expert
biiities. CO,
ZZL
Norman L. King
of pboot
TT
us about it.
F J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Master of Ceremonies George Lougee ..Captain ot the Host
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Wesley O. Connor, Jr.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con- New Mexican Want Ads always
Captain of the Guard
fixation.
These will confer the sixth degree, bring result. Trx U.

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

O

.Ben-Deka-

SHORTEST LINE TO
DTNVER, COLORADO

SPRINGS

and

PUEBLO,

Where Direct Connections are Made
FOR ALL EASTERN

AND

SOUTHERN

POINTS

TRAVELERS TO THE EAST
will find every want anticipated in the modern high-clas- s
service provided by the through sleeping car routes to St.
Louis over the Missouri-Pacific-Iro- n
Mountain.

To Salt Lake City and Pacific Coast

THROUGH LINE Points Denver "& Rio Grande- We.tern Pa
River Rout. Arlrnnwl1rl u kA l cAM.--
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er

Line PAR EXCELLENCE of all America.
FOR INFORMATION
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MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAl DIRECTORS
66-4-
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name of the mountains, but no two 'say if it hadn't been for two or three thing relating to the climate.
Weak Lungs Often
people, seem to agree as to what it is. imen the town would have been on the says that on tile coldest winter days
The hooks refer to them as the Sangre main line of the Santa Ke. As it is it is ono may sit in perfect comfort In
Lead (o Serious Illness
(le Cristo range. And probably it is at the end of a stub track which the shirtsleeves on the sunny side of the
Ir Aim fi:tve wnik Pint.', yon nro
of
the
but
that
with
SANTA FE STORY
miles
house,
Ke
tipprelection
book.
to
the
follow
as
well
Santa
ti'tmlilA
projected eighteen
just
hiihjrft I,, t.'nlils i,r thriiiit
to Ki'rinllH hung
:, n
cold
Usi','ilIMl'
eitiiv'
KmuIii I'i Ktwritilies in 1'iim- mihiects. hill from the main line at l.amv. Hut winter wraps he suffers wilh
or
In
nut,!,'.
nuiiiv
I. riiin lii.il
rutilili'S leave the limns In it
j'l'liey are history, archaeology, climate ;the stub trains are comfortable, the on tie t.liady side of the same dwellh u, nt.i ni
Kekiimn'H Al- tin;,
the
connections
'service
Lord
knows
The
J E HOUSE OF THE TQPFKA DAILY CAP- - ",Kj health.
only
frequcnl,
ii :l nn'.lirllli' fur t lie llllnilt Ulltt
,v:i
In a
Hi.uta Ke is mostly Mox.
I'llii:- - vlit'll hits l.eeli fellllil tn In' very
wlllMl San,a Fe beKan to nialu' history. Irellent
and no westbound traveler
I'l In !i"i:. even wllcll
TAKES
LITTLE
A COLUMN ;AII
OVER
I'llllllgi' Of I'llnilltlt
a
are
there
about
to
of
'illation
:,,0oo
only
bis
is
inertia
to
a certainty
should permit
that is known
physical
eiMi r
eal iiii'ii - failed to bring rein;
I judge from
lief
,,f iliis
,llat "le ,own was au In(lian village prevent him from taking the trip to thousand Americans.
OF SMPA
TO TELL HIS IMPRESSIONS
S.W S
l.lilil.iMfielil. N. .!
Miami,' AM'..
I saw of the common,
or garden
( Ulous.lm
yPar8 hefore America wasSanla Ke. The atmosphere is nothing what
full of tun.) I
I'l'iitleiaeii: In
FE -- ADMITS HIS PRECONCEIVED IDEAS 'discovered.
a
are
s.
.Mexicans
that
is
a
of
t'.l wr.v i. li' ...lil wlllell Ki'llleil
The. Spanish explorers short of marvelous. There
they
tang variety
.M
lii
en n. y Iiiiil'..
to rillse
n lien tnlil Hie I
WRONG
pecked around over this section of the in the air I have never experienced jotTensive, worthless, scrupulously clean sj.lllniti. aial lay ).!i
liMiAt
loafed land much addicted to the sunny side
i',. In 'alil'ie aia niineillii h'ly.
iconntry in the summer of Kill and a elsewhere. This afternoon
llii- i
wa.i
I" lake I':el; mil II
jcolonv of white men was planted here laround ill perfect comfort in a suit ofjof the house. The 'done type of MoxiAll rathe.
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A.lthough presumably
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sands of tourists to pass it by. What that finds its way into Santa Ke. In region, they had more rain in Santa loads and paid thirty-livwhich
we found on arriving here Sunday every town in which I have tarried Ke last summer than we had in To- Tbe ni'n'i" prosperous Mexican
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came
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A vast assemblage of Deming enwhich rears its gnarled limbs to a
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THE MYSTERIES OF PARIS
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item of interest was the illustrated have a weakening effect on the syslecture upon scientific irrigation and tem, and may become chronic. Use,
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nature's laboratory by Prof. Alex.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound.
the agriculture expert of Cal- has a very soothing and healing efifornia. Following the illustrated lec- fect on the irritated and inflamed air
ture Secretary Holt presided as muster passages, and will help very quickly.
of ceremonies, and introduced A. A. Ii is a well known family medicine
Temke, president of the chamber of that gives results. The Capital
commerce; .Major .las. II. Waddill.
,lno. C. Watson. Commissioner ,1no.
llund, .1. A. Alahoney, J. G. Cooper, SOUTHERN PACIFIC LOSES
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Richmond, a resident of "PUSSYFOOT" JOHNSON
GETS IN BAD AGAIN.
Tnglewood, Cal., will answer any
ciuiries about Foley's Honey and Tar
Tacoma, Wash., Oct. 14. H. 11
via aava further "Foley's
Indian agent tor southwest-benefiteJohnson,
has
greatly
Honey and Tar Compound
trouble
and
ern
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me for
Washington, and superintendent
t
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failed. It is more like a food than pended today by Examiner K. B. In-medicine." Do not accept a sub- uen of the interior department
The Capital Pharmacy.
ing an investigation.
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Coax
the Appetite
with Good Flavors
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You eat most foods for their flavor.
Yon use flavor to whet the appetite. That
coaxes your family to eat enough food for
body nourishment.
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MOREYS

Solitaire,

j

EXTRACTS
are pure, true and full of quality. Your fam
lly will eat foods made with solitaire Ex
tracts and enjoy them.
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"The Bet the

Grocer Can Deliver"

THE MOREY
MERCANTILE CO.
Denver, Colo.
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The difference between $7.50 and $ij.O0; JS.00 and $:'.(). 00;
$10.00 and $10.00; and so on up the line is the proved difference
between the salaries of men before and after receiving 1. C. S

i.i,.,j

training.

It's a fact. The International Correspondence Schools have
thousands of unsolicited letters telling" of exactly such increases in
salary as a dire"f resu't of this training, livery month there is an
average of H(K) rjeu who voluntarily report success attained through
I. C. S. training.
Wouldn't you like your salary raised? Wouldn't you like a
more congenial position? Wouldn't you like to be successful?
Then mark the coupon today.
There's always a good paying position for the trained man.
You know that.
Then why not let the X. C. S. help ymi ? It doesn't matter
where you live, what you do for a living, or how little schooling
you may have had. If you can read and write, the I. C. S. has a
in
way to help you to success
your own home in your spare
time without requiring' you to j inttrAdtlonal correspondence schools
Box 8S8, Scrttnton, Pa.
give up your present position.
Please explain, tvltlimjt further obligation on mv
The 1. C. S. method will 4 part,
h"W I enn qinllly for the positi .n, trntle, o.
prufessi Jb before which have marked X.
quickly enable you to earn a
Electrical Wireman
Automobile Running
much higher salary at the occuElectrical Engineer
Poultry Farming
Mechanical Draftsman
pation of your choice just as it
Bookkeeper
Mechanical Engineer
StenographerMan
has already enabled thousands
Telephone Expert
Advertising
Stationary Engineer
Show.Caiil Writing
of other poorly paid but ambiWindow Trimming
Tcatjte Manufacturing
Civil Engineer
Commcrciollllbstrat,
tious men to succeed.
Building Contractor
Industrial Designing
Mail the coupon today the
Architect
Architectural Drafts.
Concrete Construct'n
Spanish
Chemiit
f French
I. C. S. will gladly explain it all
Plumbing. Steam I'itt'g
J
Language
Foreman
perman Mine
Banking
without charging you a penny.
Mine Superintendent
Civil Servicet Italian
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Remember: The Business ol
this Place is to Raise Salaries
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Accuracy!!!

the basic principle of the

Re mington

osa Typewriter
Adding and Subtracting
(Wahl Adding Mechanism)

r,....CT

;
j

But this is
The michine is accurate.
not all. It enforces accuracy on those who
use it. Likewise it admonishes to accuracy
all those on whose work it affords a check.
It likewise prevents
It detects errors.
Fewer errors are made in every
errors.
office where the Remington Adding and Sub.
trading Typewriter is used. Why? Because
every clerk knows that this machine will
knowlinfallibly detect his errors and this
in
careful
everything
more
him
makes
edge
that he does.
Thus the machine adds accuracy to mechanical labor saving in
every kind of work where writing and adding are done on the same page.

Illustrated booklet sent on request.

Company
Remington Typewriter
(Incorporated)
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Street, Denver, Colo.
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IN THE "MOVIES."

O'Rourke-.Mathew- s

about
fight here on the 2uth, and
which there has been expressed some!
doubt as to whotner Mathews was

really coming, the following letter
was received by the New Mexican
three weeks ago, and before the fight
was arranged:
St. LouIb, Sept. Ti, 19.13.
Sporting Editor,
The Xew Mexican.
Dear Sir:
I see by the St. IxmiIb Times where
Tummie O'Rouike is in Santa Fe look- - r.
'ing for fights. Tommie boxed me
Mo., and waB' awarded
he newspaper decision over me, but
always disputed that ho beat me.
Now, if Tommie will box me, I will
ome all the way down there to trim
liim. I think I can beat O'Rourke and
will box him, winner take all. I don't
:tay this to belittle O'Rourke, for he
jis a tough fellow and a hard fighter,
but 1 am anxious to box him again,
Hoping this match can be arranged
n r I that I may have the pleasure of
Siting your town of which I have
heard so much, I beg to remain,
Yours truly,
PIERCE MATHEWS,
2003 E. Grand Avenue,
St. Louis, Mo.
.
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WOLGAST

OUTPOINTS
BATTLING

NELSON
t

Ad
Milwaukee, Oct.
Wolgast
'of Cadillac, Mich,, met Battling
of Hegewish, 111., in a ten round
no decision boxing contest at the
(BUNNY)
Elite arena here last night. Wolgast
tJOIIN.)
ihad the better of eight of the ten
was-to
make people cry.
Greatest youthful ambition
The
rounds, while two were even.
Actual realization just the opposite. Makes millions of people laugh?'
icontest was one of the hardest and
Lives in Hoboken, N, J., and thinks there's no place just like it,
J fastest
ever seen here.
Every inch of his round, ruddy face means money in his pocket when
)
Wolgast fought a clean, swift bat
gets oin front of the screen.
tle and three times had the Dane
He hates show and ilikes good things to eat.
He used his left to the chin
groggy.
But what's the use everybody k nows Bunny.
and right to the face with great force
but the Battler always came back
hard.
HUNTER OF BAD MEN AND REDSKINS WANTS
Nelson bored In continually and at FAMOUS
times showed (lashes of his old time
A FEDERAL JOB.
form, but his blows lacked steam.
Both tired toward the end of the
"Bill" Tilghman has resigned as
contest, hut Wolgast was far the
fresher at the close. Blood was flow- chief of police of Oklahoma City and
standing in the center of a small wood. ing from the Dane's nose and lips expects to be appointed United States
PENN HAS A KICKER WHO
The studio is equipped wilh a stage, from the blows of the Cadillac fighter. marshal for the western district of
and skylight, all essential to
scenery
Charley White, of Chicago, chal- Oklahoma by President Wilson
BY "HURRY
IIP " YOST.
LOOKS LIKE A BIG
the operation of any moving picture lenged the winner before the end of
Tilghman is 59 and he has spent
plant. The animals are kept cared the bout and Jimmy Iiritt was intro- the better years of his eventful life
I
in a large menagerie adjoining the duced to the big crowd.
SENSATION
rounding up bad men. red and white.
In a preliminary,
.limmy Dutton,
studio, and are taken out only for he
of Liverpool, Eng., was outpointed In rible with a gun play on every page.
daily rehearsals.
M. Bourgeois has bis own way of six rounds
When but 15, "Bill," as everybody
by Freddie Andrews of
in the southwest knows him, went to
managing these creatures. It is not Milwaukee.
the wildest part of Oklahoma territory
by leather whip and red hot iron bars,
from Atchison, Kansas, and he has
but by patience, firmness and
GIANTS ARE PAID THEIR
SHARE OF RECEIPTS been a resident of Oklahoma ever
since.
With a few slight exceptions, the
;BLOCKS TACKLE
Tilghman fought through the Indian
principles of animal posing and hu
New York, Oct. 14. The members
He capman acting are the same. When a of the New York National
club uprisings of 1S74 and 187S.
league
BLOCKS ENP
film requiring beasts is to be made received their share of the world's tured Bill Doolin at Eureka Springs,
the, animals are first, trained regularseries receipts yesterday amounting Ark., in 189B, following a gun play
until t i $54,0(15.07. Divided among twenty-fiv- that reads like a novel. It was after
ly in their simple' movements
an exchange of compliments with Col.
he performance becomes a habit,
TGSWMZD
players, each man received a litPASS t
since they respond to instinct rather tle more than $2140 with the excep- Colt's famous equalizers that Tilghin the Osage na
than intelligence.
tion of Arthur Fletcher,
who was man got Bill Raider
,"BILL" TILGHMAN.
Originality must be used by the handed $100 less, the amount he was tion, in 1S95, and he rounded up Dick.
Iu Ibis play the
end shifts to. Retting the ball, runs to the right, as trainers to make their charges do the fined for arguing with Umpire Con West and the Dawson gangs.
mance.
in company with "Bat" Master- scout
under
as
a
Tilghman served
the right wing, and when the forward if to circle the end, then passes 1o right thing at the right time for the nolly.
A sen, by Alfred
1.. iota
t:tn
rnnnnf
Henry Lewis, in "The
com
nurnose.
man.
this
For
ill
uiiu
(camera
ivuica
leiauu
vjencitti
i.
jolt
ami
.
Mathewson and Merkle, who ap
"boU, who makes the throw
, .
. . ,in . wnen
,
pass is made breaks through to ajthe
me Sunset Trail," and in many
unuer L.01.
mon
include coating tree
devices
. ,
.. U
U
1,..
jewis
jsio,
'i '"c
plied for the players' money, present Indians from the El Reno
and magazines.
nnint nonr the unnt roanlio.l l,v tl.P
u"i'l'
agency terdistance behind the line of scrim-- j branches with honey to keep bruin ed a statement satisfactory to the nahe has served Uncle Sam
rorized
around
a scene or
the
left tackle, who is selected to receive
Dodge
of
Altogether
City,
entire
country
the
aloft
length
tional commission, regarding the litmage as ball is snapped. The pass iaj
imi
oiafii., erary efforts of some of the men. They Kansas. As a younger man he was as marshal and deputy for 21 years;
the pass. The right halt blocks the:mU(jR t0 (;,e ,.It tackle who runs to exposing a
famous as a buffalo hunter and claims he has been sheriff, president of the
when the fox should jump out or a
r
each
opposing tackle and the fullback the point indicated in the diagram to window.
teported that
to have killed 12,000 bison.
eity. council of Chandler, Okla., memblocks the end.
The quarter upon receive the ball.
who wrote of the series, signed his
The animals feel at home only
Tilghman is a famous character of ber of the legislature and chief of
contract before the nanewspaper
when in the studio.
Consequently tional commission's edict of Septem- the west. He has been written into ro- - police of, Oklahoma City.
the company of human actors must ber
27, placing the ban on writing.
PRIVATE SCHOOL FOR AMBITIOUS WILD BEASTS go to Fort Lee when a film of wild Tomorrow
the national commission WORLD'S SERIES MELON
ENGLISH GOLFER WINS
Is
it
made.
in
animals
will hand the Athletics, the world's
HAS BEEN DISTRIBUTED.
FRENCH CHAMPIONSHIP.
is
A remarkable circumstance
the
of
share
$S1,100, their
WHO FANCY FOOTUGHT CAREER IN
Oct. 14. Twenty-sifact that the players are seldom hurt champions,
Pa.,
Chaatiily'r
France, Oct. 14. George
Philadelphia,
This'
the receipts, in Philadelphia.
checks were distributed here to- Duncan, "aiTEnglish golfer, well known
by the animals.
Athletic eligible for the
means
each
Women, maintains the directors,
day by John E. Bruce, secretary of the in the United States, today won the
will receive $3,244.
National Baseball commission to the French open golf championship. He
seem even more fearless than men, world's series
made- the four rounds of the 18 hole
officials and players of the Philadeland the beasts, in turn, seem to show
GOLF
WOMAN
AMERICAN
more confidence with them and with
phia American league ball club as course in 304 strokes. H. Sherlock,
IS DEFEATED.
CHAMPION
children.
their share of the world's series another Englishman, was second, with
money. The club received a check of a score of 309.
Wilmington, Del., Oct. 14. The sur- $09,303.79 of which $10,000 had been
match
first
in
the
the
of
FAMOUS CAPTAIN OF MICHI
day
prise
Subscribe for me Santa
New
as a forfeit to comply with the
play for the womens' national golf put up
rules of the series. This was the net Mexican, the paper that boosts all
the
on
course
of
the
championship
GAN'S GREAT ELEVEN.
amount after 25 per cent had been the time and works for the upbuild-UWilmington club was the defeat of
of our now Stab.
Miss Margaret. Curtis of Boston, the deducted from the club's totals, which
to President Johnover
turned
will
be
She
American
champion.
present
for the Ntw Mexican.
It la
was defeated by Miss Caroline Paint- son, of the American league, for disIll
Seelbach, hitherto unknown,
er of the Midlothian club, Chicago, by tribution to the other seven American working .tor you, for Santa Fe and
of Pennsylvania beCoach Brooke
the new state.
one up.
league clubs. Each of the twenty-fivMiss Muriel Dodd, the British and players eligible to compete In the
lieves he has a football jewel. This
New Mexican Want Ads work while
Canadian champion, easily won her series received $3,243.94.
big (youngster has been booting the
"
you sleep.
match from Miss Edith Nobllt of
from
from
for
goals
ball;
placement
Wilmington.
WOMAN'S NATIONAL GOLF
the 45 and 50 yard line iu a manner
CHAMPIONSHIP IS ON
that promises to be of material asDel., Oct. 13. A sharp
Wilmington,
to
the scoring machine.
sistance
CAPTAIN OF THE ANNAPOLIS northwest wind that blew across the
Brooke expects to develop for the
Wilmington County club links played
ELEVEN.
red and black this year.
tricks with the women golf players
LARCEST VARIETY
who today began the qualifying round FINEST QUALITY
for the national championship. Prac
tically the pick of the women golfers
FAMOUS CAPTIN OF PENNSY'S
m mtmi.
of Great Britain, Canada and the Unit
s
a,
tv
Li
i
ed States are entered in the competiGREAT ELEVEN.
tion. Only two of the first twenty to
turn in their cards showed scores under 100. The first five in the qualify1
"PRINCESS" PLAYING HER
ing round medal play were:
Miss Harriet Curtis, Boston, 91;
PERFECTLY.
Miss Viola Pooley, Canada, 99; Miss
By GERTRUDE M. PRICE.
F. W. Allen, Oakleigh, 101; Miss Bre- tha A. Stratton, Canford, 101; Miss
Motion
New
Mexican
(The Daily
Caroline Paynter, Midlothian, 105.
Picture Expert.)
ic
"SIIT
only ladics'sfcw Arctfrg lliif
nagitt.-i'lcontains OIL Blacks and I'ollslies ladies'
A private dramatic school for nice.
DANGEROUSLY
Imots and ahoes, ihlncs wlthoal roband
HARRY
LEWIS
children's
strong, ambitious wild animals who
25c. "rBENca closs." loc.
CAPTAIN GEORGE
C. PATTER-SOX- ,
ILL, FOLLOWING BOUT bing.
"DANDY" combination for cleanlafand poUihlng
fancy a footlight career has been es
field leader of Coast Yost's Wolall
14.
kinds
of russet or tan shoes, 25c. "STaR" size, luc.
Oct.
Lewis,
Harry
Philadelphia,
tablished near Fort Lee, New Jersey!
"QUICK WHITF' (in NoM form wilh sponpe)
verines, although he does not lead his
claimant of the welterweight chamTo be quite explicit, the purpose of
wbttem ditty canvM shoes. Inc. & 25c.
deunaud
ttam against the western conference
"ALBO"
cleans ami whitem BUCK, NUBUCK.
pionship, who received what is believ
this novel institution is the training
CANVAS SHOES. In round white cakes
and
before
a
has
hard
task
SDEDE,
him,
the
concussion
of
a
elevens,
been
to
have
ed
of beasts for the moving picture stage.
luc. In handpacked in sine boxes, with
to win the games imposed by the
brain' last night in his fight with "Joe" some; larC aluminum boxes,sponge,
with sponge, 85c.
Everj' one wonders how the wonderIf
the
kind
keep
jniirdeiih'rdoetnot
you
want, send ns
schedule
makers.
Michigan's big
Borrell, a Philadelphia middleweight, tot privuln (itamnfl for full size pnekaee, cliat'ges
ful wild animal pictures are made.
panl.
Patwas reported today to be a "very sick ' " WHTfTCM OR E BROS. CO.,
But did it ever occur to any one, that 'TAN" POSING FOR THE CAMERA game is with Pennsylvania, and
Albany Slraat, CambrMva, Mm.
terson hopes to reverse the decision
the
at
man"
hospital.
physicians
by
to
had
wild
Tke'OtdrsI
animals
these
and
tersest
Manufacturers
perhaps,
MAX.
ol 1912, when Michigan lost to the
Shoe Polish's in the World.
;
The police arrested Lewis' opponent
be coached in their strange
parts
on Franklin field.
O'Brien
black
and
in
Frank
Referee
the
red,
fight.
wild
sometimes?
course, if she forgot and turned
and the four other seconds who atMonsieur Paul Bourgeois, a young again, even for a minute, it nugnt De
is
CAPTAIN
of
GILCHRIST
leader
tended the two fighters.
of
is
M'INNIS AND MURPHY
French animal tamer, first thought
very bad for the mere man who
NOT TO TOUR WORLD. the Annapolis eleven, whose chief amthe part with her.
training the jungle inhabitants to
bition in life is to bumble the solWork for the New Mexican, it Is 1 will uaraatea Ton to stop that Hck la twa
Ipear before the camera, and he imme-But there is always a chance to be
Philadelphia, Oct. 14. First base
A Z3 cant Dottlfl wiu ptvra
in
diers
for you, for Santa Fe and
from
annual
West
Point
the
working
idiately founded the school of which 'tpken when players act with these big man Mclnnis and Right Fielder Eddie
NO remedy that I have ever sold fof
state.
new
will
which
this
be
playthe
contest,
Eczema,
Psoriasis, and all other, diseases
year
he is still the director.
beasls.
Murphy announced today that they
of the skin has given more thorough
Captain Younge, the Pennsylvania
ed on the Polo grounds. New York, ina big leopard.
In this picture you see Princess,
going would not go on the tour of the world
Tan,
than the
just
satisfaction
(
football leader who is tuning up his type of one of the largest beast of .over his part.
with New York and Chicago clubs. stead of on Franklin field, Philadela
Inr Erwuna
D.
D.
quiclc
D.Prescrinlfon
the
eleven with one object to defeat Cor the jungle, in the studio doing her
Saturday after
The studio, a short distance out of They had been invited to become phia,
"WANT."- Of
nell in the tig game of (be season.
building, members of the White Sox team.
Lee, is a low,
Jpart in a movie play, perfectly.
jFort
Xel-Bo-

jw
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TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS:
Telephone tne Postal Tele- S graph company If you do not get
K your paper and one will be dc- livered to you at one?.
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In Prices from

MRS. OHNMEISS WRITES "NEW MEXICAN"
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men's Tailor wans sulis
ana Overcoais

X

ABOUT THIS

Your Patronage Solicited

MAXIXE

LATEST DANCE

X

Si

Does a General Banking Business.
3fc

PERSONALS

PAGE

ITS

$10

up to

$30

We show you over 1500 samples.
The largest line in the city. We
guarantee a perfect fit and you can
find no better workmanship at any
price. You will pay more elsewhere, but remember our expenses
are small; this makes our low

NOTICE

OUR

WINDOWS

For October Special Prices
Mr. and Mrs. Hume l,ewis mid M. K
WALTZ
IS NEW,
J'cClunalian, of Denver, are registered
tlie Do Vargas.
N. B. LADGHLIN, President.
JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
prices possible.
TOO.
WE SAVE YOU MONEY !
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. McC.ann, of Port-- j
Eighteen years'
experience in
J. B. LAMY,
;
lund, Oregon, are sightseers register-the tailoring business. Let us take
The new dances are still coming.
ed at the De Vargas.
your measure.
Maxixe
is
Hraziliau
latest.
the
jTlie
Howard 1.. Itfckley, of Raton. Is In
210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,
PHONE 180.
So
X.
B.
writes
who
CUSTOM TAILORING,
Mis.
LINDHARDT,
Ohnnieiss,
the city today on legal business be-- I
conducts classes on Hie beautiful steel
fere
court.
the
federal
125 Palace Ave.
1
I t
1111141 H
J. B. Reynolds, district manager of pier in Atlantic City, and who has
the telephone company, with ofiices in !just returned from a tour of Canada
a
FOR RENT 3 furnished rooms for light housekeeping, Cojlege St., T
where she gave lessons in the dance
Albuquerque, is in the city on busiMAY
HAVE
AVIATOR
WILL MAKE AN ATTRACT-IV- E
to
members of
the
$18.00 per month.
jfanst.asliqiiK
I1HSS.
FLOWN OUT TO SEA !j FILIGREE
See our display
OIFT.
FOR RENT 5 room unfurnished house, bath, range, electric lights,
Mrs.
of
and
Mitchell
ttrm;".
Captain
or steps,
sue con- of
Cuff Buttons,
varieties
Necklaces,
.Many
$20.00 per month.
in
here
arrived
tuck, Okla.,
yesterday
New York, Oct. U. One of the
Stick Pins, Lockets, etc., made of Gold and Turquoise. All
their motor and registered at the Mon tinues. "are seen in this Brazilian im- aviators who was here to lake
FOR RENT 6 room unfurnished house, bath, range, electric lights
part
jportation, but the most important one
articles have been made at our store, and tourists are invited
tezuma.
$35.00 per month.
in the aeroplane race around Man"" L',ul ol ,,v0
to look at the skilled workmen who turn out these beautiful
Cleofes Romero, formerly warden1'8 ",e lo"K
FOR SALE 300 acres good land near Roswell on the Pecos river,
was
hattan
Island
last
today,
missing
of the penitentiary, came to the city swaying irom sine to side.
of jewelry.
pieces
land well fenced, artesian well flows 350 gallons per minute,
in
He
He
nifilit.
Albert
left
Jewell.
Flirtation Waltz.
lust night from Esaucia. lie
small house, 8 acres of alfalfa and 20 acres under cultivation,
Plains. 1.. I., at 7 4t
new dances are the I'liila-!lio- Hempstead
"Other
e;i at the Montezuma.
SAN FRANCISCO STRLET.
all can be irrigated. Pric $11,000.
H. C. YONTZ,
Walt., Dream I.ove Waltz, the o clock tor staten Island, driving a
Dr. C. Ij. Hill and a party of five
in which he intended to
monoplane
iBrussels
Parisian
Swirl,
Tango."
lift Wheeling, W. Va., over the Santa
Adding these to the "u, one has l!.'!. lly in the races. Since then nothing
Fe railroad for Hill, N. M. They
;It is thought that, the proverbial limit has been heard of him.
started for this state on Saturday.
Some of the aviators believe Jewell
tof "three score and ten" will be reach- Miss Manette Myers, superintendent
icmikIH in the pale Unit was lilowiim,
eil before Christmas.
(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
ot industrial education In the state,
Kroni other reports received froin'" carried nut to sea. Wireless nies-thif. recovering from an operation for ap-- '
l"ve been sent to HteHmshlps
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, LOANS, SURETY BONDS.
east the fury over the modern ""fi
in
in
Hotel
Dieu
I'aso, dances sliows no simi of
pendiiitis
J!,t s,'!1 to watch for him.
W. A. WILLIAMS, - - PROPRIETOR.
passing
to
Mrs.
a letter received by
according
over.
Phone, 189 J.
L.
W.
Kegel.
AS
In Santa Ke one hoars at a dance: FOSS SEEKS
1 19 San Francisco St.,
Antonio I.ucero. secretary of state,1
:
:
Santa Fe. New Mexico
INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE.
"Show me some new steps, won't
who has been spending a vacation on
One of the latest dances seen
you?"
ReHack and Baggage Lines.
the upper Pecos came in yesterday here is the Ttnlterllv rinnce
llostotl. Mass., Oct. 14. Governor
din nr
and will spend the balance of the waltz, whatever
N.
of
Foss
Massachusetts,
Best Rigs you can get.
you choose to call KRfn
v.eel; here, but will return to Pecos it. It is considered
very graceful and three times elected as a Democrat,
FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
AND
TWO
PROMPT SERVICE.
SADDLE
POMES.
indeas
filed
an
nomination papers
latliletic. and is daue,.(! (iiiite often at
to- Dr. and Mrs. L. G. Kite ot Albu-l.j,;,,,.
pendent candidate for
St.
Francisco
San
310
139.
Phone
.,i
:
'
,';
da y.
qnerqiie, accompanied by their two
children motored up from the Dtilte
L. A. HUGHES,
R. J. CRICHTON,
L. POLLARD,
City, and will remain in Santa Ke for
BRITrsM.GpLFERS WIN
President.
Secretary.
Manager & Treasurer.
the Scottish Kite ceremonies. They
FROM 'T-- LOUIS PLAYERS
jare registered at St. Vincent's SaniXew
I.
X.
New
low
Oct.
Y.,
York,
Vat-- :
jtarium.
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 14.
Otis Scligmau leaves tomorrow for records tor tho current, movement don and Kdward
Kay, the British golf
DISTRIBUTOR OF
Tioswell where he will enter the Xew were reported by practically all is- champions, defeated Christian Ken-- ;
Mexico Military Institute.
He will; ares in the course of today's early ney and Stuart
both
of
St.!
Stickney,
r stock
travel to Itoswell per motor,
market. The weakest feature Louis in the morning round of an ex- was Southern I'acilic which
broke hibition golf match here today. Kach:
panying his father, former
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
Arthur Seligman, who begins ft 1200 three points to 85
its lowest price made tlte 18 holes in 71, Keuney
of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
Manufacturer
Iciicle drive of the state.
since 11KIX.
(INCORPORATED)
made the course in 76 and Stickney
water.
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
The abrupt decline of this stock was in 82. The course record is 6!t.
Santa Fc, New Me.
TELEPHONE 35 J
associated with the proposed suit of
RADICAL CHANGE
the government by which Southern
Pacific may be forced to lose its con-IN EPISCOPAL
tiol of Central Pacific. The entire list BABY BADLY
DESCRIPTION.
LUMBER OF-fiVECHURCH PROPOSED vas affected by the break in Southern
LOWEST PRICES EVER OFFERED
MAZDA
I'acilic, but other adverse conditions,
IN SANTA FE.
14.
A
New
Oct.
radical including the foreign situation and
York,
Roofing and BuildShingles,
change in the methods of governing Mexico were potent factors. Losses;
NOTE THE GREAT REDUCTION.
THE HIGHEST QUALITY.
THE LOWEST PRICED.
the Protestant Kpiscopal church in ranged from 1 to :i points in other
of Every Description.
ing
dioAmerica by grouping the various
NEW PRICE, 35c.
20 Walt Lamp, old price, 40c.
Skin
speculative issues and such support as From Shoulders to Ankles.
ceses into provinces or synods, accord was offered at desultory movements
"
" 40c.
" 35c.
"
"
25
Red
Cuticura
Blistered.
and
ing to the method that has long pre-- j was half hearted.
"
fthic
45c.
40
in
Two
35c.
Cured
Weeks,
vailed in the Knglish branch of the
Bonds were heavy.
"
" 60c.
"
"
"
church was proposed today at the
60
45c.
con-in
local
'
Improvement
monetary
The proposal
15 North Ash Ht., Spokane, Wash.
"
general convention.
' $1.00
call and time money, ruling
100
80c.
ditions,
GENERAL TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE
"
came in the form of a report of a lower,
My baby was slrk and I had In give him
helped along the afternoon re-- j
2W Special Price In Case Lots.
joint commission appointed at. the covery. Reading, Steel and Amalga- buths and rub him with alcohol and onu
itv;ninir by mislako in tlio
last triennial convention. Us
SPARKS ELECTRIC CO., Sena B,P0?oNa2C3eJAvenue- mated returned to within a small frac-- '
dark I grabtxrf tho bottlo
bur Business Solicited.'
promised to develop one of Hon of where
that contalnod carbolic add
they left, off Saturday
the liveliest debates of the convention.
nwl ruhhod sumo on beforo I
and other important issues also moved
Many of the low church delegates
noticed my misiakc.
Baby
Foot of Montezuma Ave.
iuur.
Phone 100 and 35 W.
was burned on tho hack from
opposed the change .on the ground
A final
U HltlltttfL
UIUSHIU
1,
n
n
Dfnn
heavy.
n
.1...
nf
I,
1!iin,trii ui
shoulders to the ankles, Tho
IIJUL ll it...aa a oictj
llir: uiiiiuu
which fell
raid on Canadian Pacific,
skin was red and blistered.
archbishops and an "American pope." almost four
ef-- ,
had
but
Ho suhVrcd ouite a Utile. A
slight
points,
The proposed division of dioeeses
fect elsewhere. Steel, Reading and
neighbor told mo about tho
into provinces was as follows:
Ointment so I purrhased a box at
Women Need
First province: Dioceses within the Amalgamated retaining all of their Cuticura
lost ground. Other leaders, however, once. I just put the Cuilcura Ointment on
New England slates.
Health and strength.
twice a day and the burnt skiq,all came olT
woman
Second province:
States of New continued under pressure.
and loft no scar. It was only two weeks
The work of a
before hn was cured." (Signed) Mrs. J, II.
York and New Jersey and missionary
makes a constant call in her strength
CHILD
LABOR
ONE
OF
Lauglot, Mar. 2H, l'.US.
district of Porto Rico.
and vitality, and sickness comes
CRIME'S
CAUSES.
CHIEF
Third province: States of Pennsylthrough her kidneys and bladder
vania. Delaware, Maryland, Virginia,
oftener than she knows. Foley Kidney
HAIR FELL OUT GRADUALLY
Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 14. Child
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l each Your Child

IMPORTANT

How to Be Healthy

InRegular Bowel Movement From
fancy Insures Good Headth
In Later Years.
We cannot all start life with the advantages of money, but every child
born is entitled to the heritage of good
health. Through unfortunate ignorance or carelessness in the feeding of
n baby its tiny stomach may become
deranged. The disorder spreads to
the bowels and before the mother
realizes it the two chief organs on
which the infant's comfort and health
depend are causing it great suffering.
If the condition is allowed to continue
grave ailments often result.
There is, however, no occasion for
BERTHA LEE WOODARD
alarm, and the sensible thing to do
to
is
but it should be done instantly
constipation, liver trouble, indigestion,
give the baby a email dose of a mild biliousness, headaches, and the var-a
or
laxative-tonic- .
In the opinion
ious other disorders of the stomach,
great many people, among them such liver and bowels nothing is more suit
of
persons as the parents
Dr.
able than this mild laxative-tonic- ,
Hertha Lee Wodward, 3 years old, of Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin.
Moultrie, Ga., the proper remedy is Dr,
Three generations of people are us-Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. Mrs. I. N
u, .m..
Woodard says that litle Bertha was n.H .nuua,,
it constantly in the house, for-.doubled with constipation for over a keep
every, member of the family can use
year, and that after trying several dif- it.
can be obtained of any druggist
ferent kinds of remedies she found her at. It
cents or one dollar a bottle,
fifty
Is
a
It
in
mild,
relief
Syrup Pepsin.
size bought by fampleasant-tastinlaxative, which every the later being the
its value. Reilies
who
know
already
nor
not
gripe
person likes, does
or money
are
sults
guaranteed
exel-dc-nalways
't
most
cramp, and contains that
will be refunded.
of all digestants, pepsin.
Families wishing to try a free
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin is espeobtain it postpaid
cially intended for infants, children, sample bottle can
13. Caldwell, 419
women, old people and all others by addressing Dr. W.
to whom harsh cathartics, salt waters, Washington St., Monticello, 111. A
nills etc.. are distressing. In fact, in postal card with your name and adwill
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Washington, D. C, Oct.

14.
It is
definitely learned that Democratic
members of the house committee on
labor are preparing to introduce into
the house what may prove to be one
o the most important labor measures
ever placed before that body.
The bill in question is believed to
be. the plan of James Eads How, the
"Millionaire Hobo." How has just
left. Washington after a series of eon- Tr.l,
fnvntmc it. Hh Uani.DDQi,toH,'o
of Californi and neprespnta- ,No
..
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n

T

T
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of whom are member? of the labor
committee and both union men. How

j

work.
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bio Compound and derived great benelil from its use. It carried unsafely through the Change of life when I was in bad health. I hat!
that all gone feeling most of the time, and headache constantly, I was
very nervous and the hot flashes were very bad. I had tried other
remedies and doctors, but did not improve until I began
taking Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. It has now been sometime
since
I took the Compound and I have had no return of my old
complaints.
I always praise your remedies to weak women.'" Mrs.
Henky
Heavilin, K. F. D. Xo. 5, Cadiz, Ohio.

Chat, H. Easley,
Chai, F. Easley,
EASLEY 4 EA'JLFY,
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Attorneys-a- t

Lodge

Practice In the Courts too DetersLaud Department.
und grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe. N. M., branch Oliice, EitaB
cla, N. M.

A. F. & A. M

;
j
;

G. W. PRICHARD,
.

Attorney and Counsellor-at-LawPractices in all the District Court
and gives special attention to case
before the State Supreme Court.
umce: Laugnun mug., oama re, n. .

Pa."
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also conferred with Postmaster Gen- coraruunl
Regular
eial Burleson. He urged on them the
cation flrtt Monday
to
consideration by congress of a bill
of each month at
establish a "national employment bu- Maonic Hall at
reau." And at the present time, it
7:30.
looks very much as if this purpose
E. R. PAUL, W. M
would be successful.
CHAS. E. LINNEY. Secretary.
From Mrs. EDWARD B. HILBERT, Fleetwood, Pa.
Although the fact has not yet been
During the Change of Life I was hardly able to
made public, it is learned that both be Fleetwood,
around at all. I
had a headache and 1 was so dizzy and
Santfi Fe Chapter No
Congressmen Lewis and Nolan now nervous that I had noalways
rest at
The flashes of heat were so bad
1, R. A. M.
Itegulai
have under consideration drafts of sometimes that I did not knownight.
to do.
what
seconri
convocation
such a proposed bill, and that such
" One day a friend advised me to take
E.
Pinkham's VegeLydia
Monday of each month
legislation has been seriously discusstable ComiKiund and it made me a strong, well woman. I am very
at Masonic Hall at
ed with a number of well known thankful that I followed
my friend's advice, and I shall recommend i'fc
7:30 p. m.
social workers and economists who as long as I live. Before I took the
1
was
Compound
always sickly
J. A. MASSIE,
are the real authors of the bill.
and now I have not had medicine from n doctor for years. You
H. R
ARTHUR SELIGM AN,
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my letter." Mrs. Edwakd R IIiluhkt, Fleetwood, Pa.
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now at the .Miner's Hospital in a
From Mrs. F. P. MULLEXDOUE, Munford, Ala.
What Apples Do.
W. B. Wilson and As- left retary of Labor
Mrs. Myers
Mnnford, Ala." I was so weak and nervous while passing through
The latest apple story came forth critical condition.
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the Change of Life that I could hardly live. My husband had to nail
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room fire when the can
exploded,
Mcxlen-dokjlul operation for years in foreign all women afflicted as I was." Mrs. F. P.
ing, $1. a box. Roswell News.
setting the floor and the little boy's countries notably Germany and Kng
Ala.
Munford,
Santa Ft1 Lodge of Fe
clothing on fire. The little fellow land as well as in a number of states I
to LYDIA E. PINK HAM MEDICINE CO.
Narrow Escape.
TWrite
is
nevertheless sweeping leT"
(CONFIDENTIAL) LYNN, MASS., foradvice.
Walter Muncus of lma, had a nar- ran, all ablaze, lrom the house, just of the union,
iree Ancient and
Your letter will be opened, read and answered
row escape from what might have been west of the Iris theater, to the front and revolutionary in its effect. T'w
woman and held in strict confidence.
cepted Scottish Rile ol
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of P. Hall over
the stock being consigned to Kansas Independent.
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would
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provisions of his father's
Kaune's store.
City to the market.
The storm that was central on the!wl!
would cost nothing to its beneficiaries.
All visiting.
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The C S. ranch will snip this year
Pacific
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the
of
yesterday moved)
system
The expense
handling
Knights are most
from Colfax to the eastern market
is
and
central
accord-eastward
rapidly
thisTHCK GLosSY HAIR
would be surprisingly small,
cordially Invited.
Port Townsend, Wrash., Oct. 11.
and their shipments will commence
who have studied the morning over the upper Mississippi
FREE FROM DANDRUFF.
H. F. STEPHENS, C. C.
The parcel post is being used by ing to thoseIn the local
soon.
- ivalley.
rose
The
barometer
Dostrapidly;
nnestion.
country
A. RE1NGARDT, K. of R. and 3.
The stock on the range Is in fine Eskimos in the Artie Circle in Alaska,
office, for instance, the three or fourjover Ihe Pacific coast and is highest Girs! Try it Hair flets softi fluffy
is
shape and will top the price on the which is within the jurisdiction of applications a day which the post-- over Washington and Oregon,
it
and uxuriant at once No more
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA,
the United States, according to Capt.
market. Cimarron News.
could be handled much colder over the plateau region.
falling hair.
H. C. Ballinger of the revenue cutter master might receive
j
Lodge No. 259, holds its regular
ren
in wasningion, uregon, joano
in the ordinary course of his iKain
If vou care for heavy hair, that meeting on the first Thursday of each
Bear. They ship expensive furs to by him
Sad Accident to Child.
Mexwork. In larger postofflces, this work .and Montana and northern New
glistens with beauty and is radiant month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m
The little
boy of Mr. thiE country, being able to get betconditions indicate lair tonignt, 'with
the services of a special
life; has an incomparable
Visiting brothers are invited and wel.
and Mrs. G. F. Myers was seriously ter prices for them than from traders might require
cleric, but in no case could the ex- weanesaay generally fair ana corner
and is fluffy and lustrous, try come.
burned Wednesday afternoon and is in the north.
BENITO A LA RID, President.
pense be very great. In the case of weather.
IDanderine.
private agencies, the applicant must
Just one application doubles the CAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
frequently pay a fe to register, vary- HOUNDS TRACK A
beauty of your hair, besides it immedi-iatelODD FELLOWS,
ing from $1 to $5 and then pay a perdissolves every particle of
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No. 2, I. O. O. F.
centage, usually per cent of the first
you cannot have nice, heavy.
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Santa Fe Lodge
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dandruff.
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year's
have
if
hair
you
m
THERE is a time above all times when a
healthy
IF woman
meets
Another important feature of such
regularly
B
Connellsville, Pa., Oct. 14. Tracked This destructive scurf robs the hair of
should be in perfect physical condition
a system would be its effect on the hy bloodhounds, George Miller, a farm-jitit Is the time previous to the coming of her babe.
lustre, its strength and its very every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
p "white
slave" traffic. For instance, a .hand, was arrested on charges of set- - life, and if not overcome it produces In Odd Fellows Hull. Visiting broth
During this period many women surfer from headache,
p&i
sleeplessness, pains of various description, poor appetite,
cruntry girl desiring employment In .ting Are to the barn of C. E. Stewart, a feverishness and itching of the erg always welcome.
ailments which should be eliminated in
other
of
host
a
and
iiiioiiBiiiiir.in
S the city, instead of trusting to chance, nPar Brownsville, causing a $5000 loss. Bcalp; the hair roots famish, loosen
Justice to the new lite about to be ushered Into this world.
as she does now, and perhaps being
NOTICE FCR PUBLICATION.
and die; then the hair falls out fast.
Miller, according to the police
If your hair has been neglected and
employment for several weeks ifessed. He was angry because Stew-o- r
Department or tbe Interior, V. S
months meanwhile the object of art bad failed to pay him a.ll the is thin, faded, dry, scraggy or too oily, Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept.
white slavers would know before money that was due and asked that get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's
9, 1913.
and
skillful
B
an
scientific
medicine
experienced
is a
carefully compounded by
at any drug store or toilet Notice Is hereby given that Harold
leaving her home where her employ- - jhe wait a day or so, Miller admitted,
e
physician, and adapted to the needs and requirements of woman s delicate
to
system, it has been recommended (or over forty years as a remedy for those
ment
was
the
and
H. Brook, of Buckman, N. M., who, on
gg
be, her salary and
After the barn had been destroyed counter; apply a little as directed
peculiar ailments which make their appearance during 'the expectant
character of the work. Besides this, Stewart called on the jail warden, ten minutes after you will say this was Sept. 9, 1913, made Additional Homeperiod. Motherhood Is made easier by its use. Thousands of women have
p
been benefited by this great medicine.
g
white slavers who attempted to usejxewton Newcomer for assistance. the best investment you ever made.
stead Entry, act April 28, 1904, No.
H the service would face two
Your druggist can supply you In lkruld or tablet form, or yon can send
Secof 019453, for N
NE
SB
of
We
believe,
bloodhounds,
a
.Newcomer
regardless
penalties
sincerely
got
pair
a
SO
fi
stamps for trial box of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescriotion
the penalty under the Mann act, which took the trail and found Miller everything else advertised, that if you tion 13, Township 19 N., Range 6 E
j0
Tablets, to Dr. Pierce, at Invalids' Hotel and Surgical institute, Buffalo.
and a penalty for using the mails tor two miles away.
desire soft, lustrous, beautiful hair and X. M. P. Meridian, Act June 11, 1906,
Jemez National Forest,
have fre- lots of it no dandruff no itching List
to write to Dr. Pierce for advice, and it will be gladly g improper purposes.
Although bloodhounds
It Is your priviledge
oU communications
It will readily be seen also bow this quently been used in this county, this scalp and no more falling hair you hereby gives notice that all persons
M
are confidential.
givei
must use Knowlton's Danderine. If claiming the land adversely or desirp:oposed labor bureau could be is the first time Ihey have proved
ing to show it to be mineral in char
uicd for the purpose of enforcing
eventually why not?
j

lacier must file objection with this
office, on or hefore October 15, 1913.
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Grant ave.
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WANTED Middle aged couple to
Wife to rook in small camp;
husband to act as watchman and do
chores. Americans only need apply.
For further information address T. S.,
care New Mexican.

N. M.,

FE,

ltooms.

KOK IlKNT
Three or six room
Ap-plhouse, furnished or unfurnished.
1J. s. I.owitzki, 22(1 San Francisco.

on

One and One-FiftFare
for the Round Trip from
all po'nts in New Mexico
to Santa Fe and Return.

Such warning symptoms as sense of suffocation, hot
flashes, severe headaches, melancholia, dread of impending
evil, palpitation of the heart, irregularity, constipation and
dizziness are promptly treated by intelligent women who
are approaching the period of life.
This is the most critical period of woman's life and she
who neglects the care of her health at this time invites incurable disease and pain. Why not be guided by the experience of others and take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound? It is an indisputable fact that this grand old
remedy has helped thousands of women to pass through
this trying period with comfort and safety. Thousands of
genuine and honest testimonials support this fact.
From Mrs. HENltY HEAVIL1X, Cadiz, Ohio.
Fort Worth. Texas.
"I havn taken I.vilin V.
w,v,.

SION.

Re-uni-

October 15th to 25th

OF
From 40 to 50 Woman's Critical Period.
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Quick Help to Backache and Rheuma-

tism.
The man or woman who wants
cir.ick help from backache and rheumatism, will find it In Foley Kidney
Fills. They net so quickly and with
such good effect that weak, inactive
kidneys that do not keep the blood
clean and free of impurities, are tonpd
gor- and strengthened to healt
ens action. Good results follow their
use promptly. The Capital Pharmacy.
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That Wonderful Event
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your legal forms
thorn already printMexican
Printing

Superb
Chocolates

j

All other chocolates seem
just ordinary after you once
They are just
try dsg&-rif
as pure and wholesome as they
are delicious. We secured the
agency for the Huyler line
knowing there is nothing finer,
and because we know too that
people

will

unconsciously

judge the value of our stock
by the individual lines we
carry, We will be glad to
have you judge this confectionery as soon as convenient.
In packages from 10c. up.

A. T., & S. F. R'V

te

j

you to waste your

Company.

1

d

:

For quick results, a
"
Ullie "WAMT .
1

TIME TABLE
To Effective January 1st, 1913.
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
m.

carries passengers to Albuquerque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to connect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
train for Clovls and ecoe Valley points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
No. 3

m.

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbound
El Paso sleeper, also No.
4 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 1:35

p.

m.

Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eaetbound, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 1t:SS
a. m.

Call "Central" forTraln
Reports.

PAGE

F. ANDREWS OFFICIAL NEWS.
Grocery, Bakery and Market.

Auto Delivery Every Hour

Auto Deliverv Every Hour

!

Try Our

AUTO DELIVERY

I

Service

Pho"e

PhoneNM ANPRFW

The Tests of Plumbing Equipment
and

1. Does it satisfy you? The appearance
good taste of
the fixtures should be in full accord with the other furnishings of
your home.
2. Would it receive the approving glance of your friends
and guests? The bathroom is an index of your regard for appearances but more than that of your regard for cleanliness.
3. Is it free from annoyances
of all kinds; no odors, no leaks, no
4nauret inconveniently placed ?
'
1
If you cannot say Yes to these
questions t:ike up the matter with us
and we wil1 furnish estimates on satisfactory, rreditalile, convenient fixtures
of ".Standard" make installed with
m-'fthorough honest workmanship.
,
i.

i
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SUPPLY

j

1

tlgp

COMPANY.

Jfel

apent. The capital stock is $L'.i,fl(li'l, daries.
divided into $l.on shares. Husiness
New Superintendent.
starts $2000 subscribed, held by the
The board of trustees of the New
Walter Weinman, 18mt
following:
at Springer
Mexico reform school
shares; Jacob Weinman, 100 shares, have hired a new superintendent
for
and Carrie Weinman, 100 shares.
the school vice J. F. Hutchinson of
Springer, resigned, according to inforCorporation Dissolves.
The
mation received in this
The Hope Community Irrigation new man is from Kansas city.
it is said.
notice
dissolution
a
filed
company
The board meeting was held last
yesterday with the state corporation week.
commission. This company organized
'
about two years ago it is said, but
Power Project.
never commenced business.
Mel. J. P. Straub of Virsylvia, Taos
county, has filed a water application
Arrested in Texas.
office.
He
in the state engineer's
Morris M. Bramlett, formerly of asks for 100 oubic.Ieet a second from
Eiida, but wanted there in connection the Ked river for power purposes
with the burning of the Elida Xews claiming that he can develop 1625
plant on July 24th, was arrested In horse power for mining and manufacTerrell Texas, last week under the turing purposes.
name of Davis, by George Deen, sher
Made a Game Preserve.
iff of Roosevelt county, and Is being
The Vermejo ranch, together with
brought back to Portales. He confepsed his share 1n the alleged arson that Dart of It known as "The Costilla
at Amarillo yesterday, according to!(jame an(j pjBn preserve," has been
o long distance phone message receiv-- j ma(ie a game and fish preserve linFred Fornoff thisjder the laws of the state of New
ed by Captain
has been licensed and posted
morning. Captain Fornoff left this
ternoon for Portales in connection anfj no hunting or fishing will be
'niitted except under written permisthis case.
;Bion of the owner or his authorized
Water Hearing.
agent.
This information is contained in a
In the hearing of the Raton Water
Works company on Its application to copy of trespass notice in the game
appropriate the waters of Chlcorlco warden's office. This means that unsprings, to which the Maxwell Land der the law of 1912, upon payment of
Grant company has filed a protest, a a $50 fee for a ten year park fee and
I rlef session was held yesterday after-- j $25 lake fee, that the Adams Cattle
noon before R. h. Cooper, appointed company, W. H. Bartlett, president,
to take testimony by the state engl-- becomes the absolute owner of all the
neer. I.eroy O. Moore represented the game and fish on over 300,000 acres of
water company and E. C. Crainpton, laud. It is estimated that there are
Both sides were200O deer on the preserve, with all
the protestants.
given until October 31 to file briefs oilier wild animals in proportion
before the state engineer.
per-wit-

I

FE1

de valley between Anthony and El
The Haynes Motor Sales company l'aso, anil will probably be Ions drawn
today filed incorporation papers with out. The titles became involved
the state corporation commission. The through the changing or the course of
office or the company will be at Aibu- - the Itio Grande every few years and
querque, 301 West Central avenue, most of the deeds carried the river
and Walter Weinman is the statutory in the description as one of the
Motor Company Incorporates.
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THERE IS TO EAT!
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IN U. S. COURT.

Always Stop at the Ancient City's Pride,
MODERN

AND

ALWAYS

LARGE
AND

H
.r. J

"!TW&--;3

LOBBY

VERANDAS

COMFORTABLE PORCH
SWINGS and ROCKERS

Service and Cuisine
the Best in the City
Ample faculties for large
and small banquet!.

HOTEL DE VARGAS
PLAN

AMERICAN

Room With Bath, $3.00 Up.
Room Without Bath. $2.25 Up.

SPECIAL RATES
BY

Savings Bank Closed.
The Savings bank of Taiban was
closed today by the slate banking deand L. B. Waaters is in
charge pending further developments.
This bank was last examined in June
and at. that time was told to levy an
assessment on the stockholders, so it
is reported, and given until October
1st to do so. ThiB it was learned has
The bank was ornot been done.
ganized March 11th, 1907, and on
June 30th had resources of $55,085.
The deposits however from the time
of the examination in June to date decreased from 32,000 to f21,000 it is
claimed.

THE WEEK

Boundary Suit to Start.
The attorney general, Frank W.
Clancy will leave for El Paso tonight
will
where the taking of testimony
start in the boundary suit between
the state of Texas and the state of
New Mexico. The suit was brought
of
to determine title to thousands
of fertile land in the Hio Gran--

1

AND

Spears is Assistant Warden.
Barney Spears, of Albuquerque, was
this afternoon confirmed as assistant
warden of the penitentiary upon the
recommendation of Warden McManus.
Spears has been employed at the penitentiary for about nine years, and is
said to be one'' of the best practical
brick men at the Institution. The
beard also allowed bills for the past
two months, and recommended 12
oners for parole.

TAX AND PAY

IT SOON
SELIGMAN

OF

BOARD
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WILL
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INDIVIDUAL
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SUIT

AGAINST EACH

REFUSING TO GlVt $3

OVERSEER.

RETAIL

Be

CHAMBER

OF COMMERCE

Sola Agents

"Pay your county road tax of $3,
please."
This is what the able bodied men,
aged 21 to 60, will hear for the next
few days. Failure to pay this tax
within ten days after notice is served,
will mean a lawsuit with costs, declares Chairman Arthur Seligmau of
he board of road commissioners.
"The overseer of this district has
been able to collect but $180 in Santa
I'e," said Mr. Seligman this morning,
"and yet he has to collect about $2500
ut least. What is the reason for this
delay? It Is explained only by one
answer and that is the people are
careless or ignorant. The question
raised whether a city tax of $3 can
be collected has nothing to do with
the collection of the county tax as
one will see by consulting chapter
124, laws of 1005, for section 28 says:
"Any person subject to road tax
who after notice has been given, refuses the same or to perform the work
in lieu thereof for the period of ten
days after being so notified, shall be
considered delinquent, and it shall be
the duty of the road overseer to immediately make a list of such delinquents In his district and every such
delinquent shown on said list shall be
subject to the payment of such tax,
which shall be recovered in an action
for each delinquent in a court of competent jurisdiction and such penalty
in payment of such taxes when collected, shall be paid over to the county treasurer."
Rule as to Companies.
Mr. Seligman then stated that in
the case of corporations the law is
very plain as to the duty to furnish
the overseer with names of those in
their employ for section 29 says:
"All persons, corporations or companies, are required to furnish to the
road overseer the names of his or her
or their employes when they employ
ten or more persons, who are subject
to road tax, and for failure to do so,
shall forfeit the sum of $100 to be
collected In the same way as provided for in the collection of road
!
tax."
Mr. Seligman then read the followCerril-los:
ing letter from F. Palmer, at
Cerrillos, N. M., Oct. 3. 1913.
Mr. Arthur Seligman.
Dear Sir Mr. Thompson, the super
visor at Madrid told me to write you
and say he will have about $500 for
the roads and will send you a check
nish him a road leveler he would
hitch his mules to it and level up the
road from here through Madrid south.
He is willing to donate teams any
time you need them.
Yours truly,

UFaLFA

SEED.

All kinds

and Salt.

of flowers, fardeo 4 field seeds io bulk and packages

The only exclusive
Phone Black

grain house in Santa Fe

LEO HERSCH

45

"Is it not surprising that little Madrid should pay $500 for the road tax
fund and Santa Fe, the capital of
New Mexico, has raised but $180?"
asked Mr. Seligman. "But we shall
get busy if the road tax is not paid.
I have completed a list of the names
of every man in the county subject
to the road tax and as soon as the
retiring overseer turns in his report,
the names will be checked off.
"A new overseer will be appointed
hours and
within the next twenty-fou- r
he will be given the list of delinquents
of those who have not yet been called
upon."
Chamber of Commerce.
The matter of road tax waB the
chief topic of discussion yesterday afternoon when the road and bridge committee of the Santa Fe chamber of
commerce met. Chairman R. H. Han-nstated that he quite approved of
Mr. Seligman's plan to go ahead and
see that the road tax is collected or
that suit be brought against each individual who refuses to comply with
the law. It Is said that the costs in
each case will amount to not less than
seem economy,
$12 each. It would
therefore, to pay $3.

For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.

Phone B,ack

45

SHAPES

n Plush, Velour, Felt, Beaver.
Velvet, Silk, Satin, Moire Hats
together with a most beautiful
line of novelties in Ribbons.
Bands, Fancy and Ostrich Feather-, Etc., are shown at

light and bath. Joseph B. Hayward.
Western Union Moves The Western Union office of this city has moved from the southside of the plaza to"
San Francisco street and Don Gaspar
avenue in the Capital City Bank building. The company is fitting up the offices in modern style, with desks for
patrons.
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
Cream and Milk for Sale Have recently bought some of the best dairy
cows in the state, and have extra qualmail for Uncle Sam between Chicago
ity and quantity of sweet cream and and Milwaukee. On this occasion the
milk tor sale. C, L. Pollard, 'phoue
stage will be crowded with apparatus
19 J.
the principle of airship and
Case Postponed The case of the showing
ray. The litle brown-eyetwo Parsons brothers and their broth- the
for example, changes to a
daisy,
of
trio
er
the
Cornell,
postal beautiful
purple flower under the peemployes who were indicted charged culiar, light of the
t
ray.
in
of
with stealing a package
$1900
the season's course will be
for
Tickets
did
come
not
up yester- offered to all early this week and early
ragged bills,
day owing to the absence of Charles next week the seats for the first atC. Catron, attorney in the case, who Is
traction will be reserved.
hi Kansas as a witness in an important case.
JAMES THORPE OF NEW
The Supreme Moment! Critical
. YORK GIANTS IS MARRIED.
Is
pure
requires medicine that
14. James
Oct.
Carlisle,
Pa.,
and of full strength. Let us supply
the Sac and Fox Indian from
your drug store needs; then you'll feel Thorpe,
world's greatest athlete
safe when a supreme moment comes Oklahoma,
of the New York Nato you or yours. You can depend on and a member
tional league baseball team, was marw. Zook's Pharmacy, Inc., succeeding ried
here today in historic St. PatFischer Drug Co.
church to Margaret Iva Miller,
rick's
That Road Race Most Santa Feans a native of Oklahoma and a former
are fauiilinr with the Santa Fe end of student at the Carlisle Indian school,
the Fourth of July road race, but if which Thorpe attended. Mr. and Mrs.
they want to see first hand pictures of Thorpe leave tonight for New York to,
the Albuquerque end and the trip up join the New York Giants on their tour
and down La Bajada hill they should o' the world.
see the moving pictures on that subject at the Elks theatre tonight. The
The Man Who Put the
scenes on La Bajada hill are especially
E E s In F E E T
good, and shown in the east will unto
picture
Picdoubtedly prove a novelty
Look for This
ture on the LAbcl wucu buying
show patrons.
ALLEN'S F00TEASE
For Fine Kosher Sausage and Deli
The Antisentir Powder for Ten- catessen Meats try the Modern Marj
der, Aching Feet. Sold evcry--I
ket. Frank Maurer. proprietor.
""'
where. 25c. Sample FKER. Address,
ALLEN
OLMSTED. Le Roy. N. Y.
S.
Moutra-villAeroplane Coming When
Wood and his daughter, Miss
and their aeroplane come next
week, October 23d, on the public
course, some
school entertainment
strange sights will be presented in
the evening's program. Cine feature
will consist of the running of mono-- ,
rail car from the platform through
distinctive differ
the air above an aisle out into the
auditorium. This car keeps its balence in merchant tai
ance by means of the gyroscope. Mr.
is apparent in
Wood even goes so far as to swjiig loring quality
this car from side to side while it is
running on the cable.
construction,
, Interior
INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND'
BE SURE.
tailoring and trim- Seven Candidates Here.
nting, shofr facilities
The following candidates for de;
and economical huying
noon
at
George
arrived
today:
grees
W.. Burt, Silver City;
Roy A.
Hurley: Theodore K. K. Ellis.
first two affect the.
Santa Rita: Harry B. Goforth, Santa
and
wear
P.
Rita: Lee
Gooding, Hurley; Harry
appearance of the
A. G. Pegler,
Mattocks. Mimbres;
clothes
the
second two
Sanla Rita. All of them are stopping
at the De Vargas hotel.
There are six motor cars filled with
visitors due here this afternoon from
the Pecos valley. Several Santa Feans purse.
will go to Lamy to meet them.
R. V. Winchester, of Albuquerque,
arrived at noon and wil ltake part in Ed. V. Price
the ceremonies and will sing.
Don't forget that we serve short order meals in first class Btyle. The
offer these
Majestic Cafe.
Get the Best in Drugs and Chemadvanvery
icals and the truest In satisfaction by
and
it
filled
store
wants
all
tages
your drug
having
at Zook's Pharmacy, Inc., succeeding will pay you
Fischer Drug Co.
First Number On Course Thurs- to test them.
day evening, October 23rd, will occur Let' us show
the first number of the Santa Fe public school entertainment course. It you.
be a first class attraction given by
the king of airship men, Montraville McCLINTOCK & WRIGHT
M. Wood, assisted by his daughter,
Miss Allene M. Wood. Mr. Wood is
CATRON BLOCK
the first aerial postmaster ever sworn
la for service in the world and carried SANTA FE'S EXCLUSIVE MEN'S STORE
d

ultra-viole-

DISCUSSES THE SUBJECT

F. PALMER.

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes

LATEST

ultra-viol-

after pay day which will be about
INSTEAD OF ONLY PUNISHING CRIME just
the 25th. He said if you would furFrancisco's First Woman Police Officer Says Her Chief Duty Will
To Prevent Arrests Instead of Making Them.

IN THE

MISSA.MIGLER

COUNTY

CHAIRMAN

pris-acre- s

WILL MAKE COURT PREVENT

WOMEN

San

WHOLESALE

i

Judge Pope this morning sentenced
Nez, a Navajo Indian, to four months
iiiuu ouvn ami
in jail lor opening
taking out a letter. The Indian caused
a ripple of excitement yesterday when
it was found that, he could speak
neither English or Spanish. Interpreter Hlghtower tried him In choice
Spanish, asking him questions over
and over again, using different words
In an effort to reach the Navajo's voThe Indian's
language
cabulary.
was resorted to today and then his
case was disposed of.

Elegant Line

Caspar avenue with quite a number

of their friends as guests. The affair
was pronounced a great success aud
it lasted to a late hour.
For Rent Two furnished rooms in
Capital City Bank building. Heat,
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FLOWERS
The Clarendon Garden.
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That Burning Question !
can heat and cook 'aster, better, cheaper?

! !

How

I

Let
demonstrate to you their Cook Stovet,
South Bend Malleable Range and Oak Heaters; they are not better than the best, but better than the rest. They have a gerat variety of models at almost any price.
Don't think that old range is "good enough for you." The difference in fuel alone in six months will pay for a new one.
Besides, remember there Is a great difference between "the mail
order guarantee covering defeetle material and workmanship" and
their "guarantee of perfect satisfaction." Always dependable.
Beacham-Mlgnard-

The Reliable Hardware Store.

Our regular meals cannot be excel
led. Try one. The Majestic Cafe.
Born To Mr. and Mrs. Prank N.
MRS. KATE O'CONNOR.
Townsend, on Sunday, October 12,
being an erring girl is more afraid of 1913, a daughter.
((Special Correspondence).
Electrical Automobile supplies and
San Francisco, Oct. 14. "More and than a police officer.
more the work growing out of our
"I believe policewomen should first batteries. Onagey and Ervien.
(courts Is going to be preventive. Wo-ime- of all think of preventing arrests,
Marriage License A marriage liseem to have come Into politics rather than make them; to lead misled cense was issued by the county clerk
land public fields with the idea of boys and. girls back to safety, rather to Esquipulo Trujillo and Miss
'
Valencia, both of Cordova.
saving instead of wasting, of forming than to threaten with authority."
instead of reforming."
Mrs. O'Connor is a veteran in wel- They will be married at Santa Cruz.
Rexall Cold Tablet break up a cold
That is the code under which Mrs. fare work. For years she has visited
Kate O'Connor, San Francisco's first the courts, the Jails and the homes ver night and do it most efficiently
policewoman, or "protective officer," where a friend was needed as a mem- and permanently. You need no other
las she is officially designated, is be ber of protective associations.
guarantee. Zook's Pharmacy, Inc.,
Fischer Drug Co.
ginning her work.
"I hope there will be less ridicule succeeding
Board Met The board of governors
She has reared "a family of her and more understanding of this new
of the Santa Fe club met last night
own. She has neither star nor club. work for women," she pleads.
and took up several matters concern"Policewomen should not be unithe club. The board will meet
formed," she argues. "It greatly haming
It will not pay you to waste yout again soon to discuss some business
pers the work and repels rather than
invites the confidence of those who time wrtlng out your legal forms matters.
are in trouble. It also serves to make when you can get them already print
The Pioneer Bread is strictly pure
conas was the ed at the New Mexican Printing com made under the newest
of
a

jest

policewomen,

Improved

in Los Angeles and Chicago: pany.
dition, for sale at Kaune & Co., An"You cannot get the confidence of
drews and Gormley grocery store.
Dance Last Night Mr. and Mrs.
pirls And It is mnlnlv flip nnnrnterfprl
Santa Fe Want Ad is cheap but It
jgir.ls we want to help by a display of sure does the work. Try one and be Angus McGillivray gave a delightful

cacse

ciuo ana star,

mere

is no

numan convinced.
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YOU C7NT CjET
AIONE.Y ANY

CAIER. THAH
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WE WANT THE PEOPLE OF THIS COMMUNITY TO COME IN AND
IT MEANS DOLLARS
TO
BUSINESS WITH US ONi.Y BECAU8E
BUYING AT A STORE WHERE YOU PAY MORE FOR THE SAME
THEM
QUALITY OR GET POORER HARDWARE FOR THE SAME PRICE THAN
WE WILL GIVE YOU IS LETTING YOUR DOLLARS TAKE WINGS AND
HUNT AROUND ALL YOU WILL, BUT YOU MUST COME
FLY AWAY.
TO OUR STORE TO FIND THE BEST KINDS OF HARDWARE AT THE
LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICE.
DO

hardware company.

WOOD-DAVI- S

dance last night at their home on Don PHONE 14.

"IF IT8

HARDWARE

WE HAVE IT.'

PHONE

14.

